
is a media company based in Montevideo, Uruguay.

Link videocase: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MW-5Gss0vzg
Episodes and extras: www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLL8EZnNOLKQz-YxJE3vnLIFJeEUM5OAQF

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MW-5Gss0vzg&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLL8EZnNOLKQz-YxJE3vnLIFJeEUM5OAQF


El Observador is a media company committed to the 
empowerment of women.

One year after launching our full subscription 
scheme, we felt that we needed to take a stand on 
one of the most relevant issues in our society today: 
gender inequality.

We believe journalism has the power to inform. 
Information can transform society. 

So one of those innovations is a special subscription 
plan with an exclusive content campaign called 
ROMPECRISTALES.

Here’s its story.

Long story made short



Subscription Situation

Although the results were encouraging, 
we noticed that the subscriber profile 
was favorable to men (72% to 28%) and 
their age was a little higher than 
expected.

For the country's second-largest newspaper and a company known for 
its challenger status and innovation that's not good news.



4 out of 5 millenials and centennials only want to work in a place 
with purpose that represents them.

That’s another reason to communicate we empower diversity and 
gender equality. And a big reason to retain and attract talent.

Talent Opportunity



Campaign Opportunity

We can be a lot more attractive to women with exclusive content designed for 
them: how to reduce wage gap, how to balance life and work, how to manage 

unconscious biases and power positions.

We designed, produced and implemented a product exclusively for women that 
put on the news the enormous gender wage gap of Uruguay.



Business Opportunity

We’re are a company that empowers women. And we’re proud of it. 

So to tell everyone about this, we did a special subscription plan, called 
RompeCristales (GlassBreakers) that’s 23.2% less expensive if you’re a woman. 

That means that we used the wage gap to inform about it with an appealing proposal.
The product became its campaign.

And we added exclusive content, created by journalists. Articles and a podcast series 
RompeCristales that spread the message and the promotional rate.



Uruguay’s gender wage gap is 23,2%*

*Study Equal Pay Day

23,2%
This means that the subscription to El Observador is 

comparatively more expensive for a woman than for a man. 

Gender Wage Gap



We felt that we needed to take a stand 
on one of the most relevant issues in 
our society today: gender inequality.

We aimed also at attracting and 
retaining an exclusive audience of 
those supporting the cause: female 
professionals.  

So we put our effort in making a 
difference leveraging what we 
know best: communicating 
facts and relevant content and 
information.





Subscription plan: 
ROMPECRISTALES

We turn our subscription to a fairer 
rate with a discount equivalent to the 
wage gap so that access to good 
information is not a barrier to women. 

We innovated to be more accessible. 

1
To reach out gender equality 
is to reach further. 

In Uruguay, the gender wage 
gap is 23.2%*. To reduce this 
inequality we created a 
special subscription plan for 
women, so subscribing is 
non-gender biased. Let’s use 
information to reach out 
gender equality.

*Equal Pay Day Study 2018

23.2% less if 
you’re woman



An exclusive plan that 
reflects wage gap



To spread the word, we also developed a content- based campaign that aimed at 
explaining the problem and providing solutions. 

This campaign was based on what we do best: inform. 



A podcast series with 
relevant information to 
reduce gender inequality. 

2

Hosted by the editors of El Observador 

and produced by journalists. 

 

6 episodes:

Experts, public directors and even the 
country’s first elected female vice 
president, Beatriz Argimón, participated 
as guests. 



Original content created with 
each episode: articles, 

infographics, interviews, 
opinions. Everything to inform 
about the topic with multiple 

points of view.

Women Leadershop
Salary Negotiation

Why there aren’t any more 
women leading enterprises?



Results



Women subscription represented 70% 
of the total number of subscriptions 

when we started the campaign.



14.500 unique visitors to the landing 
page on the first month.



+ 210 minutes of fresh and relevant content.



The first 2 episodes were among the 
most listened rankings 

at Spotify, Apple Podcasts and TuneIn



31,266 visits to the articles related to the 
first 4 episodes.



The organic digital campaign reach 
was 193.320 people.

That’s 15% of Uruguay’s women.



The two most powerful women in public office
gave their opinion in “RompeCristales”: 

The elected Vice President just 
15 days before taking office.

The president of ANCAP, the 
state oil company.






